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* 617 Radio and car meters * GPS Receiver * Digital Speedometer * Clock * Clock with
backlight * Vibration sensors (acc. to car model) * Lane Marker and Compass * Battery Level *

PTO Status * Temperatures * Fuel level and Oil Temperature * Wind speed and direction * Wind
power * External temperature * External speed * Snow depth * Road condition * Automatic

navigation with real-time data display * Full map of more than 50 countries * Different display
resolutions * Number of last 10 recorded locations * Receiving real-time data from GPS and

other sensors Now you can stay connected with your machine and be always informed. Digital
Gauges Description: * 617 Radio and car meters * GPS Receiver * Digital Speedometer * Clock

* Clock with backlight * Vibration sensors (acc. to car model) * Lane Marker and Compass *
Battery Level * PTO Status * Temperatures * Fuel level and Oil Temperature * Wind speed and
direction * Wind power * External temperature * External speed * Snow depth * Road condition

* Automatic navigation with real-time data display * Full map of more than 50 countries *
Different display resolutions * Number of last 10 recorded locations * Receiving real-time data

from GPS and other sensors IMHO, Garmin models are good but to cut down on those numbers, I
would go with the ClearTrak 4000. I have run both the 2000 and 4000 series and the 4000 is

significantly better in terms of accuracy, longevity, and also connectivity. The good news is that it
is much easier to get a Garmin working than an in-dash model, and it works really well with the
iPhone. Since the navigation app is on the iPhone, it uses the wifi connection, which is always
pretty accurate. If you are going to buy a standalone device for the dash, I would consider the
Garmin Forerunner 305 or 305 Sport. As far as installed cars are concerned, I know that the

Garmin models are supported in hundreds of cars and work with the most popular infotainment
systems, so there should not be a problem. This is a niche market, but it is a good one. Now you
can stay connected with your machine and be always informed. Not a bad site, the seller is really

on top of things. I have
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Your personal key, your car and your vehicle. KeyMACRO is a monitoring and tracking device
for the user. KeyMACRO stores the key data in the SD card, the key is located in the SIM card.

Features: No costs No monthly fees Access from any PC Runs on an internal battery with no need
for external power Data The data is stored in the SD card, the SIM card is located in the body.

Running on a Li-Po battery, so the data is not lost in case of a power cut. Data display The
dashboard is based on OLED 8x8 displays. Up to 12 data can be stored. Data type Transponder

ID: Driving license, vehicle registration number, KeyMACRO ID Satellite ID: Digital map
information, road sign information, etc. Unit ID: The manufacture of the machine Vehicle data

The vehicle model: Mobile phone, ignition system Vehicle data: Weight, tire pressure, tire width,
battery level, etc. Unit ID: The part of the vehicle Other data Current time and date: Current time

and date OS version: Operating system version File system type: File system type Device ID:
Unique ID of the device Phone number: Phone number of the KeyMACRO device PAN:

Universal Access Code Network ID: The network, or cellular phone, it is connected Service ID:
Network service provider Carrier ID: Mobile operator Carrier ID: The name of the mobile
operator Carrier Code: The network code Location: Location IMSI: International Mobile

Subscriber Identifier MSISDN: Mobile Subscriber ISDN number Voice: Whether the device is in
silence mode or not Speed: Vehicle speed Fuel: Current fuel level Incoming: Whether the device
is using traffic information KeyData The key data is stored in the SIM card: Serial number: The

serial number of the car Owner: User name (if configured) Signature: Signature of the owner Start
date: Date and time of issue of the key. Version: Version of the application Known version: The
version of the application. Public key: The public key of the machine is stored in the SIM card.

Certificate: The certificate of the machine is stored in the SIM card. Encryption algorithm:
Encryption algorithm for the encryption of the key Current Manufacturer: 77a5ca646e
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This application is the best choice for the car owners who want to know their vehicle performance
and condition. The application is completely free and will work on all major platforms. Features: -
List of automotive parameters - Parameter highlighting - Automatically tracking changes of the
monitored parameters - Notifications of upcoming problems - Continuous connection with the car
sensors - Save the list of parameters for the convenient future reference - Support of all brand
sensors (example: Tires, Fuel, Water, Oil, RPM, Misfire,...) - Full description of the parameters
supported on your vehicle (model, brand, etc.) - Configure your own parameters (custom) -
Setting the parameters by steps: very easy to set new parameters - Now you can have only the
desired parameter values - Parameter monitoring. The values will be displayed in real time. -
Many other parameters not available on the screen, but on the ADB port - Accurate information
on the recorded parameters - Settings of the parameters and notification messages saved for easy
reference - This application is the best choice for the car owners who want to know their vehicle
performance and condition. Detailed: Now you can use this software to stay connected with your
machine and be always informed. What is new in this release: - Added to the list of the parameters
to the left the available for you parameters from the list of the parameters (API) - Added all the
parameters that are supported on your car - Fixed in the option that you can choose between the
"groups of parameters" - Fixed a notification message from the telemetry / telemetric system -
Fixed the indication of the parameter value not being saved to the list of parameters - Fixed a bug
that prevented the values of the parameters that have changed within a certain period of time -
Fixed the bug in the settings of the parameters in which the range of values could be changed -
Fixed a bug that showed a notification with a level of 0 in the parameter - Fixed a bug that did not
allow to adjust the sensitivity in the range of values What is new in version 5.2: - The list of
available parameters from the API has been significantly expanded - Added all the parameters
that are supported on your car - Updated the interface - New and updated settings - Fixed the
values not being saved - Improved the way the values are presented - Fixed several small bugs
What is new in version 5.1

What's New in the Digital Gauges?

Gauges is a simple and user-friendly application to view in your dashboard or PC. In this version
there are more than 10 gauges with new design and work with new very simple and fast
application.   Configure the gadgets now. Features: - New 10 gauges with new design and work
with new very simple and fast application.     Version History: 1.0, 2016/12/26 - Added new
gauges: - E2E gauge - Battery gauge - Fuel gauge - Riding conditions gauge - RPM and RPM
(Fitted-Brake) gauge - Speedometer - Tacho   IMPORTANT: If you want to install the application
to work properly, download and install the update. Gauges is a cross-platform application that will
display data from the automotive sensors. Now you can use this software to stay connected with
your machine and be always informed. Description: Gauges is a simple and user-friendly
application to view in your dashboard or PC. In this version there are more than 10 gauges with
new design and work with new very simple and fast application. Features: - New 10 gauges with
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new design and work with new very simple and fast application.     Version History: 1.0,
2016/12/26 - Added new gauges: - E2E gauge - Battery gauge - Fuel gauge - Riding conditions
gauge - RPM and RPM (Fitted-Brake) gauge - Speedometer - Tacho   IMPORTANT: If you want
to install the application to work properly, download and install the update. Gauges is a cross-
platform application that will display data from the automotive sensors. Now you can use this
software to stay connected with your machine and be always informed. Description: Gauges is a
simple and user-friendly application to view in your dashboard or PC. In this version there are
more than 10 gauges with new design and work with new very simple and fast application.
Features: - New 10 gauges with new design and work with new very simple and fast application.    
Version History: 1.0, 2016/12/26 - Added new gauges: - E2E gauge - Battery gauge - Fuel gauge -
Riding conditions gauge - RPM and RPM (Fitted-Brake) gauge - Speedometer - Tacho  
IMPORTANT: If you want to install the application to
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System Requirements:

OS: Microsoft Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7/8 Processor: Pentium III 500MHz or higher Memory:
256 MB RAM Hard Disk: 2 GB (10 Mb/s transfer rate) Network: Broadband connection
(optional) CD-ROM drive: 300Kb (25 Mb/s transfer rate) DVD-ROM drive: 300Kb (25 Mb/s
transfer rate) Video: Video card capable of 640x480 resolution (all standard video modes will not
work)
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